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For T a set of intervals, E. GyGri (J. Combin. Theory Ser. B 37, 1984, l-9) proved 
a min-max formula for the minimum size of a set S of intervals such that each 
interval in T is a union of intervals in S. Extensions of this result will be explored. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 
THE INTERVAL BASIS PROBLEM AND Gy6ri’s Theorem 
In [Gy] Gyiiri proved a min-max equality for intervals which is 
remarkable for the difficulty of the proof--even with the simplified proof of 
Franzblau and Kleitman [FK]-and for the lack of similarity to previous 
min-max results in combinatorial optimization. In pursuit of a better 
understanding of Gyiiri’s result this paper explores several possible 
extensions. 
First a description of Gyiiri’s result: An interval system (P, T) consists of 
an ordered set of points P= {pl, p2, . . . . p,, } and a collection of intervals 
TG 9 where 3 is defined to be { {pi, pi+ 1, . . . . pj} : 16 i <j < n}. The inter- 
val basis problem is to find a minimum size basis of T, defined to be a set 
B s 9 such that every t E T is a union of intervals of B. (Note that B need 
not be a subset of T.) See Fig. 1.1. Gyiiri gave a formula for the minimum 
size of a basis of an interval system. Franzblau and Kleitman [FK] gave 
a simpler proof and a polynomial time algorithm to solve the interval basis 
problem. 
To describe the other side of GyBri’s equality another definition is 
needed.Let~={(p,t):pEP,tET,pEt}.AnindependentsetinTisaset 
A E d with the property that for any distinct (p, t), (q, r) E A it is not the 
case that p, q E t n r. See Fig. 1.1. The minimum size of a basis of T is at 
least the maximum size of an independent set of T: If B is a basis of T and 
A an independent set of T then for any (p, t) E A there must be some b E B 
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FIG. 1.1. On the left is an interval system on point set {p,, . . ..F.} with intervals 
It , 3 . ..> t6} indicated by line segments. A basis is indicated on the right. An equicardinal 
independent set is indicated by the x ‘s on the left. 
with p E b c t; the same b cannot work for some other (q, r) E A otherwise 
p, qE b c t n r contradicts the definition of an independent set. Gyori’s 
theorem is that the minimum size of a basis of T is equal to the maximum 
size of an independent set of T. 
Gyori’s initial problem was not the interval basis problem itself but a 
geometric problem, a special case of which can be formulated as an interval 
basis problem: Given a rectilinear polygon P-i.e., a polygon in the plane 
with horizontal and vertical sides--find a minimum number of rectangles 
(with horizontal and vertical sides) whose union is P. This is the rectangle 
cover problem. It has application in the manufacture of integrated circuits 
when photolithographic masks of rectilinear polygonal shapes must be 
created by exposing a photo-sensitive surface to light one rectangle at a 
time [MC, pp. 93-981. The rectangle cover problem was recently proved 
NP-complete [CR]. Further discussion of this problem can be found in 
Section 2. For the special case of y-convex polygons the rectangle cover 
problem reduces to the interval basis problem. A rectilinear pllygon is 
y-convex if every vertical line intersects the polygon in a single line segment. 
Thus there is a min-max equality (to be described in more detail later) and 
a polynomial time algorithm for the rectangle cover problem on y-convex 
polygons. 
One possible way to extend Gyiiri’s theorem is to go beyond the class of 
interval systems. Section 2 concerns a natural generalization of the interval 
basis problem called the Boolean basis problem-also known as the “set 
basis problem” [GJ, p. 2221. One formulation of this problem (others will 
be given in Section 2) is: Given a finite set E and a collection d of subsets 
of E find a minimum size collection Lg of subsets of E such that each set 
of d is a union of sets in W. The interval basis problem is the special case 
when E is an ordered set of points and & consists only of subintervals of 
E. It can easily be seen that in this case members of B might as well be 
subintervals of E too. The general Boolean basis problem has applications 
to complier design, data compression, and feature extraction [BND, Gi]. 
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(See also [GM] for a variant of the problem.) As will be discussed in 
Section 2 the Boolean basis problem contains the general rectangle cover 
problem. It follows from this, and was proved earlier in [St], that the 
problem is NP-complete. Still one might ask whether there is some class 
bigger than interval systems for which the Boolean basis min-max equality 
holds, or for which the Boolean basis problem can be solved in polynomial 
time. One result in this direction from [Ll] will be reported in Section 2. 
A second way to extend Gyiiri’s result is to a weighted version. Some 
background information motivates this: Many combinatorial optimization 
problems can very naturally be expressed as integer linear programs. 
Min-max equalities and good algorithms can often be understood as arising 
from linear programs in which integrality conditions are irrelevant-i.e., 
linear programs for which optima are guaranteed to occur at integer- 
valued solution vectors. See [Sch] for a survey of min-max results in com- 
binatorial optimization; [P] for a survey of polyhedral combinatorics-the 
study of integrality properties of linear inequality systems; and [PS] for an 
introduction to these areas. 
The interval basis problem for interval system (P, T) with X and d as 
above can be formulated as the integer linear program 
minx {y(b):b~9} 
v(p,t)Ed ~{y(b):bE~,pEbEt}>l 
VbeY y(b)20 
y integer valued. 
The problem of finding a maximum cardinality independent set in an 
interval system is equivalent to the linear program 
max C (-415 1): (P, f) E d} 
VbEY 1 {x(p, t): (p, t)m4,pebct} < 1 
WP, f)Ed x(p, t)20 
x integer valued. 
Integrality conditions aside these are a pair of dual linear programs. 
Gyiiri’s theorem says that the two linear programs have integer solutions 
with the same objective values, which implies (by weak LP duality) that 
each of the linear programs has an optimum solution which is integer- 
valued, or in other words that the integrality conditions are irrelevant. One 
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might ask whether this holds for objective functions not constantly 1-i.e., 
for any of the linear programs in the following 2 dual pairs: 
maxC {w(P, t).x(p, t): (p, t)~dcgJ 
VbEY C{x(p,t):(p,t)E~,pEbEt}~l 
VP, t)Ed x(p, t)2O (1) 
minx {y(b): b~:9} 
VP, f)Ed 1 {y(b):bd,pEbst} >w(p, t) 
V’bE9 y(b)>0 
maxC HP, 0: (P, t)~d} 
VbE9 C{x(p,t):(p,t)E~,pEbEt}~w(b) 
VP, fled X(P, f)>O 
minx {w(b).y(b):b~Y} 
V(p,r)Ed C{y(b):bE$pEbEt}bl 
VbEY y(b)200. 
This paper concentrates on the linear system (1). It is not the case that 
this system has an integer-valued optimum solution for all objective func- 
tions w-i.e., not the case that (1) describes the convex hull of its integer- 
valued solutions. An example is given in Section 4. What will be shown in 
Section 4 is that the linear system (1) has an integer-valued solution for 
any objective function w  for which w(p, t) depends only on p. Another way 
to say this is that Gyori’s min-max equality generalizes to any weight func- 
tion defined on the points P of an interval system (P, T) where the weight 
of an independent set is defined to be the sum of the weights of the points 
used in the independent set and the problem is to find a maximum weight 
independent set. The dual construct will be described in full detail in 
Section 4. The proof of this weighted generalization can most easily be 
understood by going through the unweighted case first, as will be done in 
Section 3. The resulting re-proof of Gyiiri’s theorem follows fairly closely 
the [FK] proof. 
In spite of the fact that the min-max equality fails for general weights 
Section 6 contains a polynomial time algorithm to find, for a general 
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weight function, a maximum weight independent set in a interval system- 
i.e., an optimum integer-valued solution to (1). 
Section 5 concerns the fact that Gyiiri’s theorem actually says more than 
that the maximum size of an independent set in an interval system is equal 
to the minimum size of a basis: it says that the maximum size of an inde- 
pendent sequence is equal to the minimum size of a basis. An independent 
sequence in an interval system (P, T) is a sequence (pi], ti,), (pi,, ti,), . . . . 
(pik, fjk) where qi,~P, ti,~T, pi,~ti/ for all j= 1 . ..k. and pi,#ti, for all 
1 <j < I Q k. An independent sequence is (by forgetting the ordering) an 
independent set. Gyori’s result implies that the maximum size of an 
independent sequence is equal to the maximum size of an independent set. 
I will prove the stronger result that any independent set of an interval 
system can be ordered to be an independent sequence. In fact this will be 
proved not only for interval systems but-after appropriately extending the 
concept of an independent sequence-for a larger class which includes all 
instances of the Boolean basis problem arising from the rectangle cover 
problem. 
2. THE BOOLEAN BASIS PROBLEM AND APPLICATIONS 
One formulation of the Boolean basis problem was given in Section 1. 
Another formulation, due to Jack Edmonds and Doug Wiedemann is as 
follows: Let M be a O-l matrix with rows R and columns C. (Matrices 
will be considered to be unordered unless otherwise specified.) Let 
l(M) = {(r, c) : r E R, c E C, M(r, c) = 11. A block of M is a submatrix 
which is constantly l-more formally, a set R’ x C’, R’ E R, c’ E C, such 
that R’ x c’ c l(M). A Boolean basis of A4 is a set of blocks whose union 
is l(M). The Boolean basis problem is to find a minimum size Boolean basis 
of M. It is easy to prove the equivalence of this formulation with the other 
one. Details may be found in [Ll] or [L2]. An antiblock in a O-l matrix 
is defined to be a set A E l(M) such that 1 b n A 1 < 1 for all blocks b of M. 
Clearly any Boolean basis of A4 is at least as big as any antiblock of M. 
In particular the minimum size of a Boolean basis is greater than or equal 
to the maximum size of an antiblock. This is called the Boolean basis 
min-max relation. 
I will now describe how the interval basis problem is a special case of the 
Boolean basis problem in this formulation. For an interval system 
consisting of intervals T on points P, a O-l matrix M can be formed with 
columns indexed by P, rows by T, and a 1 in a position of the matrix iff 
the corresponding point is in the corresponding interval. M has the 
property that its columns can be ordered so that the l’s in every row appear 
consecutively. A O-l matrix with this property is called an interval matrix 
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or sometimes a “matrix with the consecutive l’s property.” Conversely any 
interval matrix defines an interval system with intervals corresponding to 
the rows and points corresponding to the columns in appropriate order. It 
can easily be shown that any basis of the interval system (P, T) provides 
an equicardinal Boolean basis of the corresponding interval matrix M and 
conversely. Thus the Boolean basis problem on interval matrices is exactly 
the interval basis problem and is well-solved by [FK]. Furthermore 
antiblocks in an interval matrix correspond exactly to independent sets in 
the corresponding interval system. Thus Gyiiri’s theorem is that the 
Boolean basis min-max equality holds for interval matrices. 
The problems of finding a minimum Boolean basis and a maximum 
antiblock have natural formulations as integer dual linear programs 
generalizing those given in Section 1 for the special case of interval 
matrices. Primal variables correspond to l’s in the matrix; dual variables to 
blocks. Note however that-unlike for interval matrices-the number of 
maximal blocks in a general O-l matrix may be exponential in the size of 
the matrix. This is some weak justification for attempting to add weights 
to the primal linear system (1) rather than its dual. 
The Boolean basis min-max equality does not hold in general. An 
example is shown in Fig. 2.1: the minimum size of a Boolean basis is 6 
and the maximum size of an antiblock is 5. The matrix is totally balanced 
(see Section 5 for a definition) and furthermore is the incidence matrix of 
directed paths versus vertices in a directed rooted tree (as shown). Thus 
GyGri’s theorem does not even extend to totally balanced matrices or 
directed path matrices, two of the most natural generalizations of interval 
matrices. 
Call a O-l matrix A4 firm if the Boolean basis min-max equality holds for 
M and all its submatrices. Interval matrices are firm. It is an open problem 
to characterize the class of firm matrices. Reference [Ll ] contains some 
preliminary results to this end-in particular a construction of O-l matrices 
from simpler O-l matrices which preserves firmness. 
1234567 
0011000 
0011100 
1100000 
1101100 
0101110 
0000111 
0000011 
FIG. 2.1. A matrix violating the Boolean basis min-max equality. 
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The remainder of this section is about the rectangle cover problem as 
defined in Section 1. It is no loss of generality to assume that every recti- 
linear polygon is a union of grid squares from some underlying grid. Only 
maximal rectangles contained in the polygon need be considered, and these 
are also unions of grid squares. A horizontal [vertical] swath in a recti- 
linear polygon is a maximal sequence of contiguous grid squares at the 
same horizontal [vertical] position contained in the polygon. The swath 
matrix of a rectilinear polygon P is a O-l matrix with a row for each 
horizontal swath of P and a column for each vertical swath of P and an 
entry of 1 in the matrix iff the corresponding horizontal and vertical swaths 
contain a common grid square. See Fig. 2.2. 
Let P be a rectilinear polygon with swath matrix M. Maximal rectangles 
in P correspond exactly to maximal blocks in M. Thus the rectangle cover 
problem is exactly the Boolean basis problem on the class of swath 
matrices. Antiblocks in M correspond exactly to antirectangles in P. An 
antirectangle of P is a set of grid squares inside P, no two contained in a 
rectangle contained in P. The minimum number of rectangles with union 
P is greater than or equal to the maximum size of an antirectangle in P. 
This is the rectangle cover min-max relation. Equality holds iff the Boolean 
basis min-max equality holds for M. Further details and some properties of 
swath matrices can be found in [L2, Ll]. 
Recall that a polygon is y-convex if any vertical line segment joining 
points inside the polygon is entirely contained inside the polygon. The 
swath matrix of any y-convex rectilinear polygon is an interval matrix. 
Thus Gyiiri’s theorem implies that the rectangle cover min-max equality 
holds for y-convex rectilinear polygons. A. Frank suggested to Gyori the 
transformation from the rectangle cover problem on y-convex rectilinear 
polygons to the Boolean basis problem on interval matrices. The notion of 
swath matrices generalizes this. 
Chvatal once conjectured that the rectangle cover min-max equality 
holds for any rectilinear polygon. A counterexample due to Chung is 
shown in Fig. 2.3. Recently the rectangle cover problem was proved NP- 
1234567 
1111010 
1111000 
6 ,o 0 1 1 0 0 0 
FIG. 2.2. A rectilinear polygon partitioned into horizontal and vertical swaths, and the 
corresponding swath matrix. 
~0001101 
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FIG. 2.3. Chung’s polygon which violates the rectangle cover min-max equality (see 
[CKSS] for argument). 
complete [CR]. It had been shown earlier by Masek that generalizing to 
rectilinear polygons with rectilinear holes cut out gave an NP-complete 
problem (see [GJ, p. 2321 where the problem is called “rectilinear picture 
compression”). 
3. THE UNWEIGHTED CASE: GY~RI’S THEDREM 
The proof in the forthcoming Section 4 of a weighted generalization of 
Gyiiri’s theorem is more easily understood by considering the unweighted 
case first, as will be done in the present section. This re-proof of Gyiiri’s 
theorem is closely based on the proof given by Franzblau and Kleitman 
[FK]. In particular the idea of a reduction is theirs, and they showed that 
a minimum size basis is produced by repeated reductions on minimal inter- 
vals. What is new here is the introduction of the redundancy function and 
the resulting simplification of the proof that an independent sequence of the 
correct size exists. 
Let (P, T) be an interval system, P = {pl, . . . . pn }, T E 9 = 
( { Pi7 Pi+ 13 .**Y pi}: l<i<jQz}. 
THEOREM 3.1 (GyBri). The maximum size of an independent sequence in 
the interval system (P, T) is equal to the minimum size of a basis. 
Recall that independent sequences were defined in Section 1. 
The main ingredient of the proof is a reduction which, given a redundant 
basis of T produces a smaller basis. A basis S of T is redundant if there is 
a redundant interval, defined to be an interval d E 9 for which the intervals 
of S contained in d cover each point of d at least twice. Define, for p E P, 
d E 9, the coverage of p in d with respect to S s 9 to be 
c,(p,d)=I{s&?pEs,szd}). 
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FIG. 3.1. A redundant basis. {pl, . . . . ps} is a redundant interval. {px, p4, ps} is a minimal 
redundant interval. {p, , p2 } is not redundant. 
Then d is redundant for S iff c,(p, d) B 2 for all p E d. Of special interest 
will be redundant intervals which are minimal (by containment of their 
point sets). See Fig. 3.1. 
If d is a redundant interval for S and d, , . . . . dk are the maximum intervals 
of S contained in d, ordered by left endpoint (in which case they are also 
ordered by right endpoint) then the following smaller set S’ is a basis of 
S-and hence a basis of T if S was. 
S’ = S - {d, , . . . . dk}u (dlnd,,d,nd, ,..., d,-,nd,}. 
It is clear that 1 S’) d 1 Sj - 1, with equality if d is minimal redundant. To 
see that S’ is a basis of S note that di= (die, n di) u (din di+ 1) u 
{SE S: s=; di} : this is because every point p E d is covered by at least 
two intervals of S contained in d, so if p E d, and p $ die r, di+ r, then 
p E s for some s E S with ss di. Observe that cs(p, d) = c,(p, d) - 1. Thus 
starting with SE 9 an interval d E 9 can be successively reduced 
mmped c,(p, d) - 1 times. In the special case when k = 1, d itself is an inter- 
val of S and the reduction deletes d from S. For the example in Fig. 3.1 the 
maximal intervals of S contained in d= (pl, . . ..ps} are d, = {pl,pz,p3} 
and d, = {p3, p4, ps }, whose intersection is { p3 }. Reducing on d produces 
the basis shown in Fig. 3.2. 
PI P2 P3 p4 p5 
FIGURE 3.2 
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It is not true that reductions always yield a minimum basis. For 
example, the basis in Fig. 3.1 cannot be further reduced after reducing on 
{pi, . . ..p5} (see Fig. 3.2) but can be reduced on (pl,pZ,p3} and then on 
{ p3, p4, ps >. As another example the basis consisting of the singletons of P 
has no redundant interval but need not be minimum. 
However, it will be shown that a minimum basis is produced by starting 
with the basis T consisting of the given intervals and always reducing on 
a minimal redundant interval. There are two issues here: the initial basis, 
and the order in which reductions are applied. 
Starting from T how many times can d E 9 be reduced after proper sub- 
intervals of d have been reduced? Zero times if d has a point p with 
c,(p, d) < 1. But suppose this is not the case. And suppose that for some 
reduction sequence each e E 9, e E d, is reduced zT(e) times. Reducing on 
e decreases the coverage in d of any PE e. Thus d can be reduced 
minpEd{cT(p, d)- 1 -C {z,(e):eEY, pEesd} times. The effects of 
reductions on intervals overlapping d have not been taken into account; 
but it will be shown that these do not matter. Define z,(d), the redundancy 
function for T, recursively as 
if 3p Ed with c,(p, d) = 0 
mmpEd{cT(p, d)- 1 -c{.zr.(e): eEY,pEesdd)} otherwise. 
Note: At this point it is not clear that all intervals e can be reduced 
zr.(e) times; consequently it is not clear that z=(d) 20. For SG 9 define 
z,(Y)=C {z,(d):dE9}.FordEY,pEddefinez,(p,d)=C {z,(e):eEY, 
pEec_d}.Notethatifc,(p,d)>OforallpEdthenc,(p,d)~z,(p,d)+l 
for all p E d by definition of zT, and furthermore there is a p E d for which 
equality holds. 
LEMMA 3.2. There is an independent sequence in T of size ) T I- ~~(9). 
LEMMA 3.3. For any basis S of T there is a basis of size 1 S 1 -z,(9). 
These two lemmas together prove Theorem 3.1. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Write z for zP The proof will be by induction on 
1 T 1. The statement is true for T = 4 so assume this is not the case. Let 
d E 9 be a maximal subinterval of lJ T. 
Then c,(p, d) 2 1 for all p E d and so d contains a point p where 
CAP, 4 = Z(P, 4 + 1. (*I 
Let T’={t~T:p$t},andwritez’forz,,.Then ITI=IT’I+c,(p,d)and 
z(X)=z’(Y) +z(p, d). By induction (note that 1 T’I < ) T() there is an 
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independent sequence in T’ of size ( T’ 1 - z’(Y). Pick any t E T with p E t. 
Add (p, t) at the start of the independent sequence of T’. This yields an 
independent sequence of T of size 1 T’ ( - z’(Y) + 1. By ( * ) this is 
IT’I-z’(~)+c,(p,d)-z(p,d)=ITI-z(~). I 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. The required basis will be produced by showing 
that it is possible to reduce z,(d) times on each interval KEY, in order of 
containment of intervals. More formally, the proof will be by induction on 
1 Sl . If zs is identically 0 then ~~(9) = 0 and the basis S itself satisfies the 
statement of the lemma. Otherwise let d be a minimal interval of 9 with 
z,(d) # 0. Then zs is 0 on subintervals of d. It follows that z,(d) > 0 and 
c,(p, d) 2 2 for all p E d so a reduction can be performed on d. Let dI, . . . . dk 
be the maximal intervals of S contained in d ordered by left endpoint. Let 
S’ be the result of reducing once on d. Then 1 S’ ( = 1 S I- 1 since d must be 
minimal redundant. Write z for zs, c for cs, z’ for zS., and c’ for cs’. 
CLAIM 3.4. z’(d) = z(d) - 1, and for b E 9, b #d, z’(b) = z(b). 
Then z’(Y) = z(f) - 1, and-applying the induction hypothesis to 
S-there is a basis of S’ (and hence of S) of size 1 S’I -z’(9) = 
(Sl-l-(z(9)-l)=ISJ-z(9). 
Proof of Claim 3.4. By induction suppose the claim is true for proper 
subintervals of b E 9. 
Case 0. b = d. Then z’(d) = z(d) - 1 since c’(p, d) = c(p, d) - 1 for all 
p E d. 
Case 1. b n d = 0. Then clearly z’(b) = z(b), 
Case 2. ds b. Then for p E b - d nothing changes, and for p E d, 
c’(p,b)=c(p,b)-l>l but C{z’(e):p~egb}=C (z(e):pEesb}-1. 
Thus z’(b) = z(b). 
Case 3. b 5 d. It must be shown that z’(b) = 0. Suppose without loss of 
generality that b does not extend to the right of d. See Fig. 3.3(a). Let a E 9 
be the interval from the left of d to the right of b. 
Suppose that z’(b) # 0; then it is greater than 0. This can only happen if 
the coverage of b increases at some point, in which case dj A di+ 1 G b for 
some i. Then no dj contains points to the right and to the left of b. It will 
be shown that c(p, a) 2 2 for all p E a. This implies that a or some sub- 
interval of it has z nonzero, a contradiction. 
For pea-b, c(p,a)=c(p, d)a2 since if sES, pEssd then SEU. For 
p E b, c(p, a) 2 c’(p, b) 2 2: the first inequality because if p E di n di+ , c b 
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(4 (b) 
d 
6-i 
a-! 
Q 
FIGURE 3.3 
then p E di c a; and the second because z’(b) > 0 implies c’(p, b) > 2 for all 
PE b. 
Case 4. b n d # 0, b G d, d g b. Suppose without loss of generality 
that b extends beyond the right endpoint of d. See Fig. 3.3(b). For any 
p E b, c’(p, b) 6 c(p, b) since p E din di+ r c b implies p E di+ i E b. It will 
first be established that for any p E b, c(p, b) = 0 iff c’(p, b) = 0. Conse- 
quently it may be assumed that c(p, b) > 0 for all p E b and c’(p, 6) > 0 for 
all PE b-for otherwise z(b) and z’(b) would both be 0, and the claim 
proved. If c(p, b) = 0 for some p E b then c’(p, b) = 0 too. On the other 
hand if c’(p, b) = 0 for some p E b but c(p, b) > 0 then p E di s b for some i. 
If pEdi-, then pEdi-,ndisb so c’(p,b)>O. Similarly if pEdi+l then 
c’(p, b) > 0. If p $ die i , di+ I then, since c(p, d) 2 2 it must be that p E s 5 di 
for some s E S. But then s E S’ so c’(p, b) > 0 in this case too. 
Now z(b)=min,.,{c(p,b)-1-C {z(e):eE$, p~e~b}} and z’(b)= 
minp&‘(py W 1 -C 1 ( ) z e :eEf,pEesb}}. (Note that z(e)=z’(e) for 
es 6 by induction.) 
Since c’(p, 6) < c(p, b) for all p E b therefore z’(b) <z(b). In order to 
show z’(b) > z(b) it will be proved that 
c’(p, b) > z(p, b) + 1 Vpeb. (*I 
This gives z’(b)~min,.,(z(p,b)+l-1-C {z(e):eEJJ,pEesb}}=z(b). 
It remains to prove ( * ). 
Now c(p, b) 2 z(p, b) + 1 for all p E 6. Since z is 0 on dn b and 
its subintervals there must exist a point qE d n b with c(q, d n b) < 1. 
But c(q, d) 2 2 so qEdi for some rightmost di P b. Note that for 
pE(dnb)-di,ifpEecdwitheESoreES’thene~b.Definec(q,b,ld) 
to be )(sES:qEsEb,s G d}l. Then c(q,b)=c(q,bnd)+c(q,b,ld). 
But c(q, b n d) < 1 and c(q, b) > z(q, b) + 1; thus c(q, b, id) > z(q, b). 
To prove ( * ) several cases for p E b will be considered: 
(i) p E b - d. Then c’(p, b) = c(p, b) 2 z(p, b) + 1. 
(ii) p E di. Then c’(p, b) 3 c(p, b) >z(p, b) + 1. The reason for the 
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first inequality is that if p E dj E b then j > i so p E d,- , too, and p E dj n 
djvl cb. 
(iii) p E d- di. If z(q, 6) = z(p, b) then a simple argument suffices: 
c’(p, 6) 2 c’(p, d) + c(q, b, ld) > 1 + c(q, b, ld) 2 1 + z(q, b) 2 1 + z(p, b). 
What if z(q, b) # z(p, b)? Since z is 0 on b n d and subintervals, z(p, 6) = 
z(q, b) + C {z(e): p E e s b, q 4 e]. There must exist some e c b with p E e, 
q $ e, and z(e) # 0. Then z’(e) # 0. So c’(r, e) > 0 for all r E e. Let a be the 
union of intervals e c b with p E e, q .$ e, and c’(r, e) > 0 for all r E e. Note 
that if ec b with Poe, q$e, and z(e) #O then esa. Thus z(p, 6) = 
z(q, b) + z(p, a). Since the property of having positive coverage is preserved 
by unions c’(r, a) > 0 for all r E a. In particular c’(p, a) > z’(p, a) + 1. 
Putting these together: c’(p, b) 2 c’(p, a) + c(q, b, ld) 2 z’(p, a) + 1 + 
z(q, b) = z(p, a) + 1 + z(q, b) = 1 + Z(P, 6). I 
Note that this proof provides a polynomial time algorithm to find a 
maximum size independent sequence and a minimum size basis in a given 
interval system. 
4. A WEIGHTED VERSION OF GY~~RI'S THEOREM 
Let (P, T) be an interval system with 9 and d as in Section 1. 
THEOREM 4.1. For any interval system (P, T) and any weight function 
w: P --t ‘%, the maximum sum of weights of points in an independent sequence 
of (P, T) is equal to the minimum sum of non-negative numbers y-integer- 
valued if w is--assigned to the intervals of 9 so that for all (p, t) ELI!, 
C {y(b):bE&pEbct)>w(p). 
This theorem can be restated in terms of the linear system (1) of 
Section 1 and its dual. Note that the y described in the theorem is simply 
a solution to the dual. The theorem states that for any weight function w  
defined on d such that w(p, t) depends only on p, the linear system (1) has 
an integer-valued optimum solution vector, and furthermore if w  is integer- 
valued the dual has an integer-valued optimum solution vector. 
Gyiiri’s theorem is the special case of Theorem 4.1 when w  is identically 1. 
As mentioned before it is not true that the linear system (1) of Section 1 
has an integer-valued optimum solution for arbitrary weight functions w  
defined on &. A counterexample is shown in Fig. 4.1. The intervals have 
been specified by giving the weight (0 or 1) of each point in each interval. 
The maximum weight of an independent sequence is no more than 2 
since at most two elements (p, t) of weight 1 can be included. However, 
setting y(b)=lP for each of ~=IP,,P,), {p2), {pzlp3), {P~,P~,P~), 
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{pi, . . . . p4}, and 0 elsewhere satisfies the conditions for y and gives a sum 
of 512. 
Though the min-max equality fails for general weights it is still possible 
to find in polynomial time a maximum weight independent sequence. See 
Section 5. 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 will follow the structure of the proof for the 
unweighted case given in the previous section. Note first that if w(p) < 0 for 
some p E P then p need never be used in a maximum weight independent 
sequence, and on the other hand the constraint 2 {y(b): b E Y, p E b c t} 2 
w(p) for (p, 1)~ d becomes vacuous. Thus it may be assumed that 
w(p)>0 for all PEP. For y:Y +‘%, PEP, dEY,pEd, define y(p,d)= 
C {y(c): CE 3, p E c E d}. Define y(Y) = CbE9 y(b). Define a w-basis 
of (P, T) to be any y: Y + % such that y(b) 20 for all beX and 
y(p, t)>, w(p) for all (p, t)~zz!. For w  E 1 a O-l valued w-basis is [the 
characteristic vector of] a basis and y(p, d) measures the coverage of point 
p in interval d with respect to the basis. 
A w-basis y is redundant if there is a redundant interval dE9 with 
y(p, d) > w(p) for all PE d. In this case consider the following reduction: 
Let d,, . . . . dk be the maximal subintervals of d where y is positive, ordered 
by left endpoint (in which case they are ordered by right endpoint too). Let 
4 =minpEd Y P, { ( d)-w(p)},6,=min{y(d,):i=1,...,k},6=min{6,,6,}. 
Then 6 > 0. Define 
Y’(di)=Y(di)-a, i=l k , ..-, 
Y’(dindi+,)=Y(dindi+I)+6, i = 1, . . . . k-l,dindi+,#@ 
y’(e) = r(e) for all other e E 3. 
Then y’(9) <y(9) - 6. If d is a minimal redundant interval then the inter- 
sections d, n di + 1 are non-empty and so y’(9) =y(9) - 6. Note that y’ is 
integer-valued if y and w  are. Also note that y’(p, d) = y(p, d) - 6 for all 
p E d. 
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LEMMA 4.2. If d is a minimal redundant interval then y’ as defined above 
is a w-basis. 
Proof Clearly y’(b) 20 for all b ~9. It must be shown that for all 
(p, t) E d, y’(p, t) >, w(p), given that this held for y. Pick (p, t) E d. It is 
only on intervals di, i= 1, . . . . k, that y’ is smaller than y; thus if there are 
no intervals di with PE dis t then y’(p, t) = y(p, t) > w(p). So assume 
pEdic t for at least one iE (1, . . . . k). Such intervals di form a subsequence 
di, d,, , , . . . . d,,, of d, , . . . . dk. For i = Z, . . . . m - 1, p E di n dj+ r c t. Thus of the 
intervals e E 9 with p E e E t, y exceeds y’ by 6 on exactly m - I+ 1 of them, 
and y’ exceeds y by 6 on at least m-1 of them. If PE d,_, then 
pEd,-,nd,Gt, and ifpEd,,,+r thenpEd,,,nd,+lst; and in either case 
y’(p, t) 2 y(p, t) 2 w(p). On the other hand if p $ d,- , , d,,, + I then any e E Y 
with p~ecd and y(e)>0 satisfies es t, so y’(p, t)= y(p, t) -6 3 
y(p, d) - 6 2 w(p). The last inequality is by definition of 6. 1 
For any w-basis y a redundancy function z: Y + % will be defined. The 
intent is that for d E 9, z(d) will be the amount that y(Y) can be decreased 
by reducing on d after y has been reduced on all subintervals properly 
contained in d. Define z recursively by 
z(d) = 
0 if y(p, d) < w(p) for some p E d 
minp,~ly(py CC 1 ( ) z e :e~Y,p~esd}-w(p)) otherwise. 
Note that at this point it is not clear that z(d) 20. Define z(Y) = 
x{z(d):d~Y} and, for dEY,pEP,pEd, detinez(p,d)=C{z(e):eEY, 
p E e E d}. If y(p, d) 2 w(p) for all p E d then y(p, d) 2 z(p, d) + w(p) for all 
p E d, and furthermore d contains a point where this equality is tight. 
Define an initial w-basis: y”(t) = maxper{ w(p)} for t E T, y’(d) = 0 for 
other d E 9. If w  = 1 this is the characteristic function of the initial basis T. 
Note that y” is integer-valued if w  is. Let z” be the redundancy function 
of y? 
To prove Theorem 4.1 it suffices to prove the following two lemmas: 
LEMMA 4.3. There is an independent sequence in T the sum of the weights 
of whose points is y’(Y) -z’(S). 
LEMMA 4.4. For any w-basis y of (P, T), with redundancy function z, 
there is a w-basis jj with j(9) = y(9) - z(9). If w and y are integer-valued, 
j can be too. 
Proof of Lemma 4.3 (by induction on ) T I ). If I T I = 0 then y” = 0 and 
the empty set provides the requisite independent sequence. Otherwise let 
582b/53/2-2 
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d E 9 be a maximal subinterval of U T. Then y”(p, d) > w(p) for all p E d so 
d contains a point q where y”(q, d) = z’(q, d) + w(q). Since ds U T there is 
an interval u E T with q E u. Let T’ = {t E T: q $ t}. Then I T’ 1 < 1 TI . Let y’& 
be the initial w-basis for T’ and let z$ be its redundancy function. Observe 
that for ee9 with q $e, y”,.(e) =y”(e), and z”,(e) =z’(e). By induction 
there is an independent sequence A’ in T’ the sum of the weights of whose 
points is y!&(Y) -z’&(Y). Adding (q, U) to the beginning of A’ yields an 
independent sequence A in T the sum of the weights of whose points 
is IV= w(q) +y’&(9) -z’$(9) =y’(q, d)-z’(q, d) +y’$(9)-z’&(S)). Now 
observe that if e E 9 satisfies q E e, e g d then first of all e I$ T so y”(e) = 0, 
and secondly e contains a point p 4 U T so y’(p, e) = 0 and thus z’(e) = 0. 
Therefore y’(S) = y”(q, d) + y%,(S) and z’(Y) = z’(q, d) + z’&(X). Thus 
W=yO(f) -zO(S). 1 
Proof of Lemma 4.4 (by induction). If z = 0 then j = y will do. 
Otherwise let de9 be a minimal interval with z(d) # 0. Now z(d) can be 
negative only if some proper subinterval of d has positive z value-which 
would contradict the minimality of d. Thus z(d) > 0 and y(p, d) > w(p) for 
all p E d. Note that d is a minimal redundant interval. Let dl, . . . . dk be the 
maximal subintervals of d where y is positive, ordered by left endpoint. Let 
6, = min { y(d,): i = 1, . . . . k) and 6 = min (z(d), S,}. Let y’ be the result of 
reducing y by 6 on d. By Lemma 4.2, y’ is a w-basis. Let z’ be the 
redundancy function of y’. 
CLAIM 4.5. z’(d)=z(d)-6 andfor bE9, b#d, z’(b)=z(b). 
Assuming Claim 4.5, z’(9) = z(9) - 6 and y’(Y) = y(Y) - 6 so the result 
follows by induction provided y’ is in some discrete sense better than y. If 
w  and y are integer-valued then 6 and hence y’ are integer-valued. In this 
case it is enough that y’(3) < y(9). For general w, if 6 =z(d) then z’ 
is zero on one more interval than z. And if 6 #z(d) then y’(d,) = 0 for 
some iE (1, . . . . k}. Then f(d)- 1 (eE9: esd, y(c) =0 for all CEY with 
e E c E d} ) increases. Note that f(d) counts the number of maximal subin- 
tervals of d where y is positive. On the other hand if b is any other minimal 
interval with z(b) # 0 then it can be shown that f(b) does not decrease. So 
the proof carries through by induction on 1 {e E 9: z(e) # 0) 1, and when 
this is constant on C {f( ) e : e a minimal interval of 3 with z(e) #O}. This 
completes the proof of Lemma 4.4 assuming Claim 4.5. 
Proof of Claim 4.5. By induction suppose the claim is true for proper 
subintervals of b. 
Case 0. b = d. Then z’(d) = z(d) - 6 since y’(p, d) =y(p, d) - 6 2 w(p) 
for all p E d. 
Case 1. b A d= 0. Then clearly z’(b) = z(b). 
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Case 2. d s b. Then for p E b - d nothing changes and for PE d, 
y’(p, d) = y(p, d) - 6 3 w(p) which is exactly compensated for by z’(d) = 
z(d) - 6. Thus z’(b) = z(b). 
Case 3. b s d. Then z(b) = 0 and it must be shown that z’(b) = 0. Sup- 
pose without loss of generality that b does not extend to the right of d. Let 
a E 9 be the interval from the left end of d to the right of b. See Fig. 3.3(a). 
Suppose that z’(b) # 0; then it is greater than 0. Then y’(p, b) > w(p) for all 
p E b. It will be shown that y(p, a) > w(p) for all p E a, which implies that 
a or some subinterval of it has z positive, contradicting the minimality of d. 
If some interval di contains points to the right and to the left of b then 
no interval di n di+ , would be contained in b, contrary to z’(b) > z(b). So 
no interval e E d with y(e) > 0 covers points to the right and to the left of 
b. Therefore if p E a - b and e E 9 with p E e c d and y(e) > 0 then e G a, and 
so y(p, a)=y(p, d)>w(p). On the other hand if pub then y(p, a)> 
y’(p, b) > w(p). For the first inequality note that if PE din di+ i c b then 
p E di c a. 
Case 4. b n d# 0, b & d, d G 6. Suppose without loss of generality 
that b extends beyond the right endpoint of d. See Fig. 3.3(b). For any 
p E b, y’(p, b) < y(p, 6) since p E din di+ 1 E b implies p E di+ , E 6. 
It will first be established that for any p E 6, y(p, b) < w(p) iff y’(p, b) < 
w(p). Consequently it may be assumed that y(p, b) > w(p) for all p E b and 
y’(p, b) > w(p) for all p E b-for otherwise z(b) and z’(b) would both be 0, 
and the claim proved. If y(p, b) < w(p) for some p E b then y’(p, b) < w(p) 
too. On the other hand if y’(p, b) < w(p) for some p E b but y(p, b) 2 w(p) 
then p E di G b for some i. Suppose that the set of such z’s is {/, I+ 1, . . . . m}. 
Ifped,-, then for i=Z, . . . . m, ptsdindiPI ~6, so y’(p, b)=y(p, b)>w(p). 
If p +! d,- I then y’(p, b) = y(p, b) - 6, and any interval s E 9 with p E s E d 
and y(s) > 0 satisfies s E b. Thus y(p, b) = y(p, d), and y’(p, b) =y(p, 6) - 
6 = y(p, d) - 6 2 w(p). 
Now z(b) = min,,, y p, { ( b) - C {z(e): e E S, p E e s b} - w(p)} and 
z’(b) = minpcb Y P, { ‘( 6) - C (z(e): e E 9, p E e s b) - w(p)} (using the 
inductive hypothesis that z(e) = z’(e) for es b). 
Since y’(p, 6) < y(p, b) for all p E b therefore z’(b) < z(b). In order to 
show z’(b) > z(b) it will be proved that 
Y’(P, b) 2 z(p, b) + w(p) Vppb. (*I 
Thz;)ives z’(b)>min,.,{z(p, b)+w(p)-w(p)-C {z(e):eEj,pEeSb)} 
To prove ( * ), note first that y(p, b) > z(p, b) + w(p) for all p E b. Since 
- is 0 on d n b and its subintervals there must exist a point q E dn b 
kith y(q, dn b) d w(q). But y(q, 6) = y(q, b n d) + C {y(e): e E 3, q E e E 6, 
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e @ d} and y(q, b) 2 z(q, 6) + w(q). Therefore z(q, 6) <C (y(e): e E 9, 
qEecb, e s?i d}=C {y’(e):eEY,qEeEb,e SC d}. 
Now Aq, 4 2 z(q, 4 + w(q) = z(d) + w(q) > w(q) B y(q, b n d). Thus 
there must be an interval eE 9 with qEe E d, e @ b, and y(e) > 0. Then 
some rightmost maximal interval d, has this property. For p E (dn b) - di, 
ifpeesd with y(e)>0 or y’(e)>0 then esb. 
To prove ( * ) several cases for p E b will be considered: 
(i) pEb-d.Theny’(p,b)=y(p,b)>z(p,b)+w(p). 
(ii) p E d;. Then y’(p, 6) >y(p, b) > z(p, b) + w(p). The reason for 
the first inequality is that if p E d, E b then j > i so p E dip i too, and p E dj n 
dipI cb. 
(iii) p~d-d~. If z(q, b) =z(p, 6) then a simple argument suffices: 
Y’(P, b) 2 Y’(P> d) +C {Y’( e eE9, qeesb, e ~6 d} > w(p)+z(q,b) = ): 
w(p) + z(p, b). What if z(q, 6) # z(p, b)? Since z is 0 on b n d and its sub- 
intervals, z(p, b) = z(q, b) + C {z(e): p E e c b, q 4 e}. There must exist some 
ecb with pee, q$e, and z(e)#O. Then z’(e)#O since z(e)=z’(e). So 
y’(r, e) > w(r) for all r E e. Let a be the union of intervals e E b with p E e, 
q$e, and y’(r, e)> w(r) for all rEe. Note that if ec b with Poe, q$e, 
and z(e) #O then e ca. Thus z(p, 6) = z(q, b) + z(p, a). Note also that 
y’(r, a) > w(r) for all r E a since this property is preserved by taking unions 
of intervals. Hence y’(r, a) Z z’(r, z) + w(r) for all r E a. In particular 
y’(p, a) B z’(p, a) + w(p). Putting these together: y’(p, b) > y’(p, a) + 
C {y’(e): e E 9, q E e c b, e YSG d} k z’(p, a) + w(p) + z(q, 6) = z(p, a) + 
w(p) + z(q, b) = w(p) + z(p, b). I 
This proof provides a polynomial time algorithm to find, for any interval 
system (P, T) and any weight function w: P + % an independent sequence 
in (P, T) of maximum weight and a w-basis y of minimum y(9). The 
algorithm runs in time polynomial in 1 P( assuming that the numbers w(p), 
p E P, can be added, subtracted, and compared in unit time. 
5. ORDERING ANTIBLOCKS IN TOTALLY BALANCED MATRICFS 
This section is about the relationship between independent sets and 
independent sequences in interval systems. It is an implication of Gyiiri’s 
theorem that for any interval system the maximum size of an independent 
sequence is equal to the maximum size of an independent set. This section 
contains a proof of the stronger result that any independent set can be 
ordered to make an independent sequence. In fact this will be proved to 
hold more generally than for interval systems. In order to understand this 
more general result it is necessary to know the O-l matrix formulation of 
the Boolean basis problem as given in Section 2. 
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A triangular submatrix of a O-l matrix M is a square submatrix whose 
rows and columns can be ordered to have l’s on the main diagonal and O’s 
below the main diagonal. Note that for any such ordering the set of l’s 
appearing on the main diagonal is the same. Independent sequences in 
interval systems are coextensive with the l’s on the main diagonal of 
triangular submatrices of the corresponding interval matrix. 
For any O-1 matrix the l’s on the diagonal of a triangular submatrix 
form an antiblock. Recall that antiblocks were defined in Section 2. In this 
section the converse-that the rows and columns of any antiblock form 
a triangular submatrix-will be proved for any totally balanced matrix. 
A O-l matrix is totally balanced if it has no n x n cycle submatrices for n > 3. 
A cycle matrix is a square O-l matrix with exactly two l’s in each row and 
in each column and such that no proper submatrix has this property. 
Totally balanced matrices include all interval matrices (easy) and all swath 
matrices [L2]. 
THEOREM 5.1. The O-l matrix A4 is totally balanced iff the rows and 
columns of any antiblock A of M form a triangular submatrix of M. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let P be a rectlinear polygon. The points of any 
antirectangle of P can be ordered p , , . . . . pk so that for 1 < i <j < k the path 
from pi to pi consisting offirst a vertical line segment and then a horizontal 
line segment steps outside P. 
The forward direction of Theorem 5.1 will be proved using the result 
[HSK, L3] that a O-l matrix is totally balanced if and only if it has a 
P-free ordering. A r is the ordered matrix (i A). An ordered O-l matrix is 
r-free if it has no r submatrices. A r-free ordering of a O-l matrix is an 
ordering of the rows and columns which makes the matrix r-free. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. (-=) If M is not totally balanced then it has a 
cycle submatrix. Any n x n cycle matrix contains an antiblock of size n but 
is not triangular. 
(+) By induction on 1 A 1, it suffices to find (r, c) E A with the 
property that column c of M is 0 on all other rows of A-i.e., M(r’, c) = 0 
for all (r’, c’) E A, r’# r. Then, by induction, the rows and columns of 
A - (r, c) can be ordered to have l’s on the main diagonal and O’s below; 
adding r at the top and c at the left shows that the whole submatrix formed 
by rows and columns of A is triangular. 
Take a r-free ordering of M. Pick (r, , ci) E A with rI topmost. If column 
ci is 0 on all other rows of A, line. Otherwise there is some (r2, c2) E A with 
M(r,, cl ) = 1. Consider A - (rl , c, ). By induction this smaller antiblock 
contains an (r3, cX) such that column c3 is 0 on other rows of A- (rI, cl). 
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The required element of A is provided by (r3, c3) unless M(r, , c3) = 1. But 
then M(r,, c,)=O by the definition of an antiblock. Now r3>rl since rl 
was topmost. If c1 > c3 then rows rl, rj and columns c3, c, form a r in M. 
Thus c1 < c3. But then rows rl, r2 and columns cl, c3 form a r (note that 
M(r,, c3) =0 by choice of (r3, c3)), Since M is r-free this shows that 
(r3, c3) provides the required element of A. 1 
Theorem 5.1 shows that finding a maximum antiblock in a totally 
balanced matrix is the same as finding a largest triangular submatrix. This 
problem is interesting in its own right: Given a O-l matrix find a largest 
triangular submatrix. One class of O-l matrices for which this problem can 
be solved is the class of strongly balanced matrices of [CHI]. These are 
characterized in [CHI] as the O-l matrices for which any non-singular 
submatrix is triangular. 
6. A DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM TO FIND 
A MAXIMUM WEIGHT INDEPENDENT SET IN AN INTERVAL SYSTEM 
Let (P, T) be an interval system, P = { pt , . . . . p,, }, T c 9 E { {pi, . . . . p,}: 
1 < i <j < n}. Let w  be an arbitrary weight function defined on d = {(p, t): 
p E P, t E T, p E t}. This section contains a polynomial time dynamic 
programming algorithm to find a maximum weight independent sequence 
in T. This will be a maximum weight independent set in T by the result 
of Section 5 that every independent set can be ordered to make an 
independent sequence. In case the weight function w  satisfies w(p, t) = 
wp(p) for some weight function w, defined on the points P, the algorithm 
given in Section 4 could be used to find a maximum weight independent 
sequence-and to solve the corresponding dual problem as well. It is 
curious that the much simpler algorithm of this section solves the problem 
for arbitrary weight functions, though without solving the dual problem. It 
would seem that a proof of Gyiiri’s theorem should be possible using the 
idea of the present dynamic programming algorithm, but I cannot offer 
such a proof. 
One subproblem will be solved for each interval s~3: find a maximum 
weight independent sequence in the interval system (s, T, z {t E T: t G s}). 
These subproblems will be solved in order of containment of the intervals 
s, beginning with singletons and ending with the complete interval P. Since 
there are only (‘;) such subproblems it suffices to show how to solve one 
in polynomial time. For so9 let w(s) be the maximum weight of an inde- 
pendent sequence in (s, T,). Suppose that w(s) is known for ss r and w(r) 
is sought. Any independent sequence A, in (r, T,) must have a first element 
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(p, t),~ E t s r with the property that for any other (p’, t’) E A,, p q! t’. This 
justifies the recursion 
w(T)=max{w(r,(p))+w(p, t)+w(~,&)):p~P, teT,pctsr}, 
where yL(p) and T,&) are the subintervals of Y consisting of the points to 
the left and to the right, respectively, of p. This recursion can be solved in 
polynomial time simply by trying all possibilities for (p, t). 
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